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Modals of deduction exercises with answers pdf

For each sentence, choose between can't, can or must fill any space. Advanced Grammar Advanced Vocabulary Android/iOS App Our newsletter Learn about using deduction modals. Practice 1: Use must, can and cannot deduct Select one word to complete each sentence - must, maybe or not. Practice 2: Hit past and present Choose the best words to
complete these sentences. Decide whether it is a current (simple), in-progress (continuous), or completed (excellent) state. Page 2 Learn more about using deduction modals. Practice 1: Use must, can and cannot deduct Select one word to complete each sentence - must, maybe or not. Practice 2: Hit past and present Choose the best words to complete
these sentences. Decide whether it is a current (simple), in-progress (continuous), or completed (excellent) state. Content Index Video: Modal Verbs English Quizzes Select the appropriate modaly deductions to complete sentences. This man __ is Tim's father - he looks just like him. there can be someone at the door. It __ be John. He just called to say it was
coming. 'Have you seen Lara?'' She went to dinner. She __ be in the canteen.' You __ be hungry - you haven't eaten since this morning. can not must Where is Kim? I'm not sure. Try her office - she __ be there.' 'Whose bag is it?'' It__ be Mike's. It's on his desk. Look. Simon gave me a gift. What do you think it is?'' It___ be a perfume, I think. It's about the
right size. I didn't see Jeff today. Is he sick?'' He __ be - I saw his car in the parking lot. 'Is it a Suzie jacket?'' No, it___ be - it's too big.' can't 'look! What is light in the sky? It's not a star - it's on the move.'' It__ be plane, stupid! What else could be?. I'm starving! What's for dinner, Mom?'' Pisces.'' I hate fish! I don't eat it.'' You __ you're very hungry and then you
can't help but look at this guy out there. He only has a t-shirt and it's 5 degrees. He ___ be freezing! I'm worried about grandma. I tried to call her but she didn't answer her phone.'' She ___ be out. Or he can sleep - sometimes he takes a nap in the afternoon. You __ you are hungry again - you have just ate! could not not can not what a bird?. I'm not sure. It__
be an eagle, but I don't see it very well.' Modal deed verbs – summary chart Download a full-size image from Pinterest maybe if we can use it can and can talk about things that are probably true, but we don't know for sure. It is more than 2 meters high. He can be a basketball player. (=it may be) He says Betty is his friend, but I think he might be his girlfriend.
We may or may not be talking about things that may not be true, but we don't know for sure. You should call her. She may not Where are you. (= maybe she doesn't know) we may not use it as a modal deduction. He can/can be at home now. (WE CAN'T be home now) must, we can't use must when we're sure, or pretty sure something is true. You need to be
tired after a long journey. (=I'm sure you're tired) I'm sure I had the keys when I left. They must be in the car. But we use can't (can't) when we're sure, or pretty sure something isn't true. We walked for hours. It can't be far from here. (CAN NOT be far away) They have only lived here for a few months. They can't meet a lot of people. + be -ing After maybe,
maybe, must or we can't use be +-ing when we talk about activities in progress. They went to Ibiza and now they have to have a great time. Call him. He can wait for us. Page 2 Modal Deduction Verbs – Summary Chart Download a full-size image from Pinterest maybe if we can use it can and can talk about things that are probably true, but we don't know for
sure. It is more than 2 meters high. He can be a basketball player. (=it may be) He says Betty is his friend, but I think he might be his girlfriend. We may or may not be talking about things that may not be true, but we don't know for sure. You should call her. She may not know where you are. (= maybe she doesn't know) we may not use it as a modal
deduction. He can/can be at home now. (WE CAN'T be home now) must, we can't use must when we're sure, or pretty sure something is true. You need to be tired after a long journey. (=I'm sure you're tired) I'm sure I had the keys when I left. They must be in the car. But we use can't (can't) when we're sure, or pretty sure something isn't true. We walked for
hours. It can't be far from here. (CAN NOT be far away) They have only lived here for a few months. They can't meet a lot of people. + be -ing After maybe, maybe, must or we can't use be +-ing when we talk about activities in progress. They went to Ibiza and now they have to have a great time. Call him. He can wait for us. Page 3 Modal Deduction Verbs –
Summary Chart Download full-size image from Pinterest maybe if we can use it can and can talk about things that are probably true, but we don't know for sure. It is more than 2 meters high. He can be a basketball player. (=it may be) He says Betty is his friend, but I think he might be his girlfriend. We may or may not be talking about things that may not be
true, but we don't know for sure. You should call her. She may not know where you are. (= maybe she doesn't know) we may not use it as a modal deduction. He can/can be at home now. (WE CAN'T be home now) must, we can't use must when we're sure, or pretty sure something is true. You need to be tired after a long journey. (=I'm sure you're tired) I'm
sure keys when I left. They must be in the car. But we can't not allowed) when we are sure, or quite sure that something is untrue. We walked for hours. It can't be far from here. (CAN NOT be far away) They have only lived here for a few months. They can't meet a lot of people. + be -ing After maybe, maybe, must or we can't use be +-ing when we talk about
activities in progress. They went to Ibiza and now they have to have a great time. Call him. He can wait for us. Alternative Comparison Both, neither, nor conditional, 2 conditional, 3rd Combining Words Embedded Questions Future Continuous So, such, too, may suffice, maybe + adening the probability of Modals for Modals recommendations for past Modals
deduction for present Deduction Prepositions Place Prepositions Of Time Present Perfect Continuous Present Perfect vs Past Simple Passives Past Perfect Submitted Speech Question Tags should have
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